Peterbilt’s Premium interiors feature the groundbreaking SmartNav, an in-dash system
specifically designed for the truck industry that provides diagnostic, communication and
entertainment functionality. SmartNav offers user interface capabilities and vehicle interface
read-outs including audible and visual alerts and notifications, Bluetooth hands-free calling
and audio streaming, vehicle diagnostics, and multiple entertainment options. Enhancements
include expanded audio controls and ten new virtual gauges. SmartNav also now includes
dead reckoning, which helps maintain the truck’s location when positioned in areas where the
satellite signal is blocked. Other SmartNav tools include an alarm clock, as well as a video
feature that allows the use of an external device such as an iPod.
For more information on SmarNav, contact your local Peterbilt dealer

SmartNav features a high-resolution, 7-inch touch screen that is glove-friendly,
scratch-resistant and allows drivers to easily and intuitively operate the system.
Six “hot buttons” along the bottom of the screen provide one-touch access to
all of the key features of the SmartNav system.
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Virtual gauges provide real-time information on
important vehicle data such as fuel flow rate,
pressure, horsepower usage, engine oil temperature and transmission temperature. A number of
new optional gauges are also now available.

The Garmin truck-specific navigation system
maps routes that consider trucking parameters,
such as bridge heights and weight restrictions.
This exclusive feature also highlights Peterbiltspecific points of interest.

Fully voice-recognition enabled, the phone
feature logs calls and stores contact information for those using a Bluetooth-paired
device.

The unit features AM/FM/Weather bands, radio
data streaming, Sirius satellite radio for sub
scribers, an MP3 capable CD player, USB port
for memory devices containing MP3 or audio
files, iPod capabilties and Bluetooth A2DP audio
streaming from enabled Bluetooth devices.
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